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Directors Note: 

 The Pandemic affected us all in different ways. For some it 
was a well needed vacation, others; a time of deep reflection, 
for most: a time of great loss.   
 This is a reflection of that process. Loss, grief, 
suffering - but also growth, creation, and acceptance. No two 
people experience an event the same, but they do experience it 
together.  
 This piece reminds us that much like lines running 
alongside each other, we experienced a trauma like our 
generation has never seen, and continue to live it everyday - 
not alone, not in complete understanding of each other - but 
together. 
 This is a work of collaboration in more ways than one. 
Thank you to my mentors who have helped guide me and who have 
given me the understanding of what collaboration can truly be. 
Thank you to my movers, who jumped into this difficult work 
fearlessly and trusted in my vision. And thank you to the 
individuals who allowed me to take their personal stories and 
create.  
 This has been a process of learning, creating, and healing, 
and I am forever grateful. 

Original Cast 

Camely Rouleau 
Katie Van Bergeyk  
Jasmina Parent 

Jenna Hsu 
Mia Wistaff 



Act One: Scared 

(Top) LX1: cold, dim wash. Shin lighting 

5 Chairs are scattered around the stage. 

The Dancers sit, and slowly begin movement (Community) 

As they finish they drag their chairs in succession of each 
other, four land upstage, one downstage. 

(1:02)LX2: warm wash, focus on Katie (DS) 

Mia begins their text as Katie lands in front of her chair and 
the music shifts. 

[The following lines are said in succession, almost 
overlapping.]  

Mia: (Stepping forward, surprised and dazed)Oh, we're all 
quarantined or. 

Cam: (Entering) My first month of isolation was... 

Mia: Yeah, oh, where was I? Hmm. 

Jenna:(running onstage) Magical! 

Jasmina: (walking on) I was so close to getting way too, bitter 
with everybody else around me.  

All: (Spoken in a round/succession) Then the pandemic hit. 

All do a quick movement that is sustained on their pandemic line 

The actors begin walking slowly, against Katies frantic 
movement. 

Mia: I couldn't get a haircut. 

Jenna:I just figured if I'm inside all day... 

Cam: I was becoming so, toxic. 



Jas: I couldn’t breathe 

Jenna: I got this frantic phone call. 

They all stop to look at Katie. 

Katie: “you have to come home. now.” 

Panic ensues, everyone begins moving frantically 

Mia: (Direct to audience) I couldn't go home, because my mom, 
uh, had come in contact with ... people. 

 The next three Lines spoken overlapping, The actors walk to 
another formation as they talk, voices crescendoing 

Cam steps forward in front of her block. 

Cam: I’ve never seen her that scared in my entire - like my 
entire friendship with her - i've never seen her that. 

All movers land in a line and direct address the audience. 

All: Scared 

( 1:47) LX3: snap to lights focus on either side of the 
stage, Warm 

 Mia, Jasmina, and Jenna all run offstage just before 
(2: 18)Lx4: full stage cold wash 

Cam and Katie begin a chair duet, as they slam their blocks down 
the rest of the cast enters in a fluster, everyone begins 
crashing into each other until: 

Jenna Cam Jasmina

few of my friends 
cried and I started 
crying, too, because 
they were crying.

Yeah. It's almost 
like a blur now

Just thinking about 
all the things that 

could have been 
avoided



Jenna and cam knock into each other over and over until the 
fight piece begins centre stage. 

(2:50) Lx5: shins and shift to warm centre 

(3:12) LX6: slow fade to a harsh white light 

 As Cam falls out of Jenna’s Arms the rest of the cast 
appears in a semi circle around them, they begin Mia’s piece as 
a group. 

(4:00) LX7: cold spot on Jenna, warm all else. 

They end crouched all around Jenna who stands just in time for 
Alice to begin, as the dancers are pushed away from Jenna they 
stand apart with their heads down. 

(4:58) Lx7: warm wash, slow fade in. 

Slowly they roll up, and speak their text, Mia is the only one 
who does not roll up, instead she rolls down, struggling to get 
up, as the cast begins to move, imitating her, she is knocked 
down over and over. 

Cam: I was terrified- I felt so helpless/ 

Jenna: I knew that, that things were getting serious. 

Cam: She posted on facebook 

Katie: /we were not really - like we couldn't go 
outside...anywhere.  

Jas: Everyday was the same… 

Jenna: I couldn't do anything. 

 Mia begins Memory  

Jas: I kinda realized halfway through 

Jenna: I started to feel like a shell. 



Jas: I wasn’t doing good. 

Cam: the cafeterias started getting less and less full. 

Katie: I felt like I was losing my  

Jenna: oh my god…  

Katie: personality 

Jas: Every day was the same 

  
The cannon begins from where the dancers are standing spread out 
around the stage. 

Katie: It’s sorta felt like I couldn’t do anything. 

Jenna: I never really finished... 

Cam: it’s actually quite sad,  

Jas: I… 

Cam: I never/ 

Jas: I never got to.. 

Cam: She posted on facebook waiting for my baby to come home 

Katie: It was just, it felt like I was waiting for.. 

Cam: and I cried for so long… 

Mia: An unfinished Ending 

Cam, Jenna, and Katie all move the three chairs to centre stage, 
Spread out. 

( 6:40) LX8: cold centre, warm on sides of the stage 

Parallel Lines Begins 

Midway through Jas and Mia push out two other chairs to join the 
line. 



(7:52) Lx9: shin lights and slow fade in with cold light. 

They all sit and Community Begins 

Cam and Jas both fall forward from their chairs, find their way 
to each other and begin discovery. 

(8:26) LX10: warm light around cam and Jas DS 

As cam pushed Jas with their head, everyone begins flocking 
behind them. 

(8:55)LX11: cold light around the group 

Flocking Continues under: When they speak, the actor moves to 
their positions from the opening. 

Jenna: Slowly but surely I started like getting back to myself. 

Mia: actually what sparked my - ah- need 

Katie: I started writing a lot more 

Cam: actually being home made me realize that I wanted to do 
more than just go. 

Jas: I should be able to get through this 

Jenna: this isn't the end of the world - so to speak.... 

Cam: I still feel that it feels unfinished 

Katie: (casually sitting on chair) I don't think it will ever 
not feel unfinished. 

Mia: (sitting) I just like feel like, like I’m returning to.. 

Jas: (sitting) happy 

Jenna: (sits) good 

All: returning to me 

(9:42) LX12: fade to only backlighting, fade out. 

Everyone sits together as lights slowly fade. 



End of piece. 


